Dictionary of Epitaphs

Rees portrays hundreds of famous,
infamous and unknown characters through
their epitaphs.

An epitaph is a short text honoring a deceased person. Strictly speaking, it refers to text that is . Dickens Dictionary Of
The Thames. p. 269. Jump up ^ Biswasepitaph definition: The definition of an epitaph is an inscription or written tribute
in memory of a person on a tombstone or in a piece of literature. (noun) AnRees (Cassel Dictionary of Word & Phrase
Origins, Cassel, 1993) has compiled a collection of epitaphs from gravestones and words that could be interpreted
asEpitaph - Johnsons Dictionary Online - Epitaph. n.s. [????????.] An inscription upon a tomb. Live still, and write mine
epitaph. Shakespeare. Some thy lovd dustDictionary of Epitaphs [Nigel Rees] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Rees portrays hundreds of famous, infamous and unknownMeaning: inscription on a tomb or monument,
mid-14c., from Old French epitaphe (12c.) and directly from Medieval Latin epitaphium See more definitions.Definition
of epitaph. 1 : an inscription on or at a tomb or a grave in memory of the one buried there. 2 : a brief statement
commemorating or epitomizing a deceased person or something past. Pope Damasus himself displayed great zeal in
adapting the catacombs to their new purpose, restoring the works of art on the walls, and renewing the epitaphsDefine
epitaph. epitaph synonyms, epitaph pronunciation, epitaph translation, English dictionary definition of epitaph. n. 1. An
inscription on a tombstone inDefine epitaph (noun) and get synonyms. What is epitaph (noun)? epitaph (noun) meaning,
pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.Pronunciation of epitaph. How to say epitaph with audio by
Macmillan Dictionary.This entry lacks etymological information. If you are familiar with the origin of this term, please
add it to the page per etymology instructions. You can also discussepitaph pronunciation. How to say epitaph. Listen to
the audio pronunciation in English. Learn more. German-English Dictionary: Translation for epitaph.
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